Linux Foundation Working for Microsoft and GitHub Now
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- Linux Foundation Public Health Welcomes New Projects and Members to Advance Public Health, Safely Reopen Amid COVID-19 [2] [Ed: The brand "Linux" is now being misused to promote mass surveillance in misleading 'privacy' clothing (or 'health') [3]. This is a gross distortion of what many of us thought the brand stood for. Abandon this sick agenda.]

- Microsoft, the Linux Foundation, and others team up to make software sustainable [4] [Ed: Linux Foundation helps enemies of Linux again [5]. The term "Linux" in "Linux Foundation" is clearly a misfit [6] and Torvalds needs to wake up because Microsoft hijacks the brand to sell Windows. This foundation thought it could withstand criticism by simply 'hiding' Zemlin, but it is wrong. Look at their management and board. Nobody there gives a damn about Linux. At all.]

- Microsoft, the Linux Foundation, and others team up to make software sustainable [7] [Ed: Microsoft Foundation, promoting proprietary software and monopoly]

- The Linux Foundation joins Accenture, GitHub, Microsoft, and ThoughtWorks to Launch the Green Software Foundation to put sustainability at the core of software engineering [8] [Ed: Linux Foundation now works in collaboration with those who constantly attack Linux, including in Munich. Sad day, another reminder of what "LF" has become.]
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